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Windows 8Migrating to Windows 8For computer users without a touch screen, coming from XP,

Vista or Windows 7Review: "What Microsoft should buy and give away now to drive sales"NOTE:

This book covers the initial version of Windows 8. If you have upgraded to Windows 8.1. please

search for my other book called Migrating to Windows 8.1. instead. There are a lot of user interface

differences. You can find it by search  for B00HS1VCVKNew PCs are coming pre-installed with

Windows 8, Microsoft's new incarnation of the popular operating system. The problem is, the PCs it

is installed on are not usually equipped with the piece of hardware that Windows 8 revolves around -

a touch screen.Windows 8 is probably the least user-friendly version of the operating system ever

released. It's almost like two different operating systems merged together. From the lack of a start

menu, to features that only really make sense on a tablet or phone, Windows 8 has a lot of veteran

Windows users scratching their heads. If you are one of them, then this book is for you. After a

quick tour of the new user interface, the book digs deeper into the features of Windows 8, showing

you what everything does, and more importantly, how to do the things you used to do on older

versions of Windows. The comprehensive "How to" section answers a lot of the questions new

users have, and there's also a complete keyboard shortcut list for reference.If you are migrating to

Windows 8 from XP, Vista or Windows 7, then this book may just let you keep your hair as you learn

how to get the most out of your computer. Who knows, you may even get to like Windows 8.
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Dr. Williams I must thank you! I just recently purchased a new laptop with the Windows 8 OS. The

new laptop is sitting in my closet because I am very comfortable with Windows 7 and Windows8 is

somewhat intimidating. Now I have the skills to start using my new laptop. The information is well

documented and the instructions are even better than the MS instructional manual. My hat goes off

to you for this wonderful tutorial!

Desktop computing since 1981, I've almost always found it useful to upgrade as new versions of

software have come out. But I sure don't want to have to take a course to do it (I'm not tech-savvy, I

write for a living). This very helpful, nicely illustrated guide is what Microsoft should simply buy from

Dr. Williams and give away to drive Win-8 sales. Once word spreads that a new operating system is

"hard to learn," the first instinct of the herd is to stick with what they know, Win-7. Having a book like

this on hand eases the decision to upgrade to Win-8. Anyway, I hope the author sells plenty here,

because I'll gladly pay $3 for a book like this to accompany each new application that I buy. Got one

for Word 2013, by the way?

If you already know how to use a computer and want to get to the nitty gritty of Windows 8, this is

the best $3 you'll spend! I have read through it and will sit down in front of my computer and go

through it again. I was clueless about Windows 8 and now feel more comfortable.

I like the book for its simple and direct explanations tat are easy to understand. Gives you a big

assist from what the dolts at Microsoft provided upon purchase. It showed me a few of the mysteries

that Windows 8 brings as well as a way to use the old start interface

His title to book described my problem clearly. Thank you so much! I was giving up. Now I honestly

know where my computer panel is.I was lost in this. I was able to.set up and configure. I understood

it was all new! I needed more info and this book gives it. Thank you.



I teach computers to seasoned citizens and the biggest plea I get is, "Help me figure out my new

Windows 8 laptop!" I refer them to this book on  as it is well written and easy to follow as well as

give them in center instructions. We need more books like this and  carries a great variation of

computer help books.

Dr Williams book does have a lot of info about Win8. I had XP since the beginning & loved it! I was

very leary from what I had read about Win8, I dont have a touch screen but Dr Williams did help

working around the touch screen issue. There was alot of helpful info in the book but I felt the"

Windows for Dummys" series would've given me more. I appreciate the effort Dr.

My laptop with Windows 7 recently crashed and I had to purchase a new laptop with Windows 8.I

am now trying to learn Windows 8 which has been challenging since I have used XP Pro and

Windows 7 for years.This book provided me with a number of helpful ideas and shortcuts. I now

have a working knowledge of the new system.
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